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The vernacular archives (or datasets) of popular 
culture are expansive: 

• As of summer 2014, there were over 100 hours of 
video uploaded to YouTube every minute. 

• Instagram claims that its users upload over 60 
million photographs per day. 



         This explosion of available data can help us see our world anew.
 



       It can also engage citizens beyond cat videos.
 



     The scholarly datasets are none too shabby either.
 



        In the humanities, vast archives offer another kind of evidence or data.
 





      

        
       

         
           

   

       
  

       
  

We need to rethink the very forms + practices of scholarly production. 

How might we harness the energy of the popular vernaculars of the
web and of visualization tools for scholarship? 

Can the vast archives of the digital realm impact not only our research
but also the very ways in which we author, share and perceive of

our scholarship? 

Can our analyses and writing more seamlessly live alongside our data
and our evidence? 

Can we combine human + machine interpretations? Build better tools 
and infrastructures for humanities scholars? 



         Data can be gathered in new ways, from amateur to expert.
 





   New scholarly practices can emerge
 



      Scholarship might be open to all
 



     We can rethink the book as academic fetish object. 
http://www.livingbooksaboutlife.org/ 

http:http://www.livingbooksaboutlife.org


        Information can be discovered and represented in many ways.
 



     
  

Humanities scholars + artists should help design tools that suit our 

research paradigms www.mukurtu.org
 

http:www.mukurtu.org


     
 
We should value experimental practice. 



      We can learn from rich interactive design.
 



    Emily Thompson, The Roaring Twenties www.vectorsjournal.org
 

http:www.vectorsjournal.org


 Jenny Terry, “Killer Entertainments” in Vectors 




The Alliance for Networking Visual Culture 
http://scalar.usc.edu/anvc/  



       The Alliance for Networking Visual Culture scalar.usc.edu
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       The Alliance for Networking Visual Culture scalar.usc.edu
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From experiment to scalability: building Scalar 

Scalar is a publishing platform for scholars who use visual
materials. 

Developed by the same team that created Vectors, Scalar is built 
on several years of extensive experience collaborating with
scholars to author digital humanities projects using all of the
affordances of contemporary digital media forms, including video, 
audio, animation, graphic and interaction design, and the database. 

The goal of the project is to create a standardized interface for 
reading and writing these works that enables the practice to spread
more widely across presses and scholarly societies. 



















Diana Taylor + the Hemispheric Institute 





Erin Mee: Listening to the argument 



Jacqueline Wernimont, et al, Performing Archives: Curtis + the “Vanishing” Race 
blurring book and archive 





Freedom’s Ring, Evan Bissell with Erik Loyer, freedoms-ring.org 



Evan Bissell + Erik Loyer, The Knotted Line 





Nicole Starostielski, Surfacing 



Rethinking Learning: Jeff Watson + the Reality Starts Here ARG> 
http://remotedevice.net/projects/reality/ 



Rethinking Learning: Jeff Watson + the Reality Starts Here ARG> 
http://remotedevice.net/projects/reality/ 



The novel meets interactive film: Samantha Gorman + Pry 
Available at the App Store 



Jeanne Jo, Recombinatory film project, M.A.R.R.A. 
http://www.jeannejo.com 



FemTechNet: challenging the MOOC 



How should we think about scholarly practice in an era of 
big data and big archives? 

•  Don’t assume you know how people will use data and information: value 
open-ness but also ethics 

•  Think of users/readers as co-creators: open APIs, “deep access” to data, 
allowing users to curate their own pathways.  Yours in not the only 
interpretation. 

•  Assume multiple front-ends, from the transparent to opaque, the text-
based to the visual; not books or multimedia but both and more 

•  Imagine scholarship at many scales, from the micro to the macro 

•  Learn from experimental and artistic practices 

•  Engage designers and information architects 

•  Value (and evaluate and reward) collaborations across skill sets 




